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ABSTRACT 

Tb is paper examines tbe unc~rtainty associated with pbotoch~mical modeling using th~ Variabk-Grid Urban 
Airshed Model (Ui\M-V) with two difforenl prognostic meleorological models. The mekorological fidds for 
ozon~ episodes tbat occurred during 17---20 June, 12--15 Jnly, and 30 .July--2 August in tbe summer of 1995 
w~re d~riv~d from two mekorological models, the Regional Atmospheric Modeling Syskm (RAIVIS) and the 
Fifth-Gen~ration Pennsylvania State University National Center for A.tmospheric J<es~arcb Mesoscale Model 
(MM5). Th~ simulated ozone concentrations from th~ two photochemical modding systems, namdy, RAMS/ 
UA M-V and MMS!lJAlv!-V. are compared with each other and with ozone observations from several monitoring 
sites in th~ ~askm Unikd Slates. The overall r~sults indicak lhal neither modding syskm p~rforms significantly 
betkr tban tbe otber in reproducing th~ observed ozone concentrations. The results reveal tbat tbere is a significant 
variability, about 20% at the 95% level of confidenc~, in the modd~d 1-h ozone conc~ntration maxima from 
one modeling system to the otber for a given ~pisode. Tbe model-to-model variability in th~ simulated ozone 
levds is for most part altributabl~ to lhe unsystematic typ~ of errors. The directionality for emission controls 
(l.e .. NOx versus VOC sensitivity) is also evaluated witb UAM-V using bypotbetical emission reductions. Tbe 
results rev~al lhal not only th~ improv~m~nt in ozone but also the VOC-sensiliv~ and NO,-s~nsitive regimes 
are influenced by tbe differences in tbe meteorological fidds. Both modeling systems indicate that a large portion 
of th~ eastern United Slates is NO, limited, but ther~ are modd-to-model and episode-lo-~pisod~ differ~nces al 
individual grid cells r~garding tbe efficacy of emission reductions. 

1. Introduction 

increased levels of ozone in excess of the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standard for 1-h ozone concen
trations are frequently observed over the northeastern 
United States. Surface ozone concentrations are con
trolled not only by in situ production, but also through 
pollutant transp01i, both of which are dictated by the 
prevailing meteorological conditions. Consequently, the 
issue of ozone problem is not limited to the urban area 
alone. and is instead a region-wide problem (Kumar and 
Russell 1996). The U.S. Enviromnental protection 
Agency (EPA) recently promulgated a new standard 
based on the daily maximum 8-h ozone concentrations 
(EPA 1997). Although the enforcement of the new stan
dard is currently pending legal proceedings, it requires 
that the fomth highest 8-h ozone concentration in each 
year averaged over a consecutive 3-yr period be no 
greater than 0.08 ppm at any location. The shift from 
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the 1-h standard to the 8-h standard has important im
plications for the ozone nonaU.ainment issue. Because 
time and spatial scales are inherently connected in the 
ozone process (Rao et al. 1997), the 8-h standard may 
lead to a more widespread nonattainment problem (Cha
meides 1997). 

The influence of meteorological conditions on ozone 
exceedance events in the northeastern United States has 
been investigated in several past studies (Pagnotti 1987; 
Gaza 1998; Zhang and Rao 1999; Zhang et al. 1998; 
Seaman and Michelson 2000). These studies have 
shown that, in addition to large-scale meteorological 
features, regional mesoscale structures play a vital role 
in creating conditions favorable for ozone accumulation. 
Given the sensitivity of ozone levels to the meteoro
logical conditions, numerical modeling experiments are 
needed to provide insights into the dynamical processes 
responsible for ozone production and accumulation. 

The EPA recommends that emission reductions need
ed to comply with the ozone standard be based on re
gional-scale photochemical model simulations of se
lected ozone episodes (EPA 1999). Photochemical mod
els have been employed to simulate historical ozone 
episodes for evaluating emission control policies (Mil
ford et al. 1989; Mathur et al. 1994: Roselle and Schere 
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1995; OTAG 1997; EPA 1999). H has been shown that 
modeled ozone concentrations are sensitive to meteo
rological inputs and that emission control requirements 
based on one episode may be different from the emis
sions controls based on another episode (Sistla et al. 
1996, 2001). Therefore, from a regulatory perspective, 
it is of interest to study the episode-to-episode fluctu
ations in model results stemming from varying mete
orological inpuK 

Meteorological fields for air quality simulations are 
usually derived from either observations or prognostic 
meteorological models. Because observational data are 
limited by low spatial and temporal resolutions, me
soscale forecasting models are increasingly being used 
to provide meteorological fields for air quality simu
lations. Modeled meteorological fields can provide a 
realistic representation of regional mesoscale features 
and reduce the unce1tainty introduced by interpolation 
errors due to a sparse observational network. However, 
model-simulated meteorological fields are subject to un
certainty from sources such as model initializatioR pre
scribed physical parameterizations, and data assimila
tion methods (Seaman and Michelson 2000; Shafran et 
aL 2000). Because a number of prognostic meteorolog
ical models are now being used in photochemical mod
eling analysis, a question that arises is whether there 
might be significant differences in the modeled ozone 
concentrations. and in the efficacy of an emission con
trol strategy if different meteorological drivers are used 
for the same photochemical model. Therefore. the object 
of this study is to assess the unce1iainties in modeled 
ozone concentrations due to the uncertainty in speci
fying the meteorological fields for the photochemical 
model. Also. we examine the directionality for emission 
controls (i.e., NO, versus VOC sensitivity) as predicted 
by the photochemical model if two meteorological driv
ers are considered 

The pe1iod of interest in this study is the summer of 
1995, with pmiicular emphasis on three ozone episodes 
that occuned during 17-20 June (June episode), 12-15 
.July (July episode), and 30 July-2 August (August ep
isode). A description of the modeling systems and meth
od of analysis is provided in section 2. The results from 
the analysis of the differences in the meteorological 
fields and predicted ozone concentrations are presented 
in section 3. Included in this section are the results from 
the hypothetical emission reduction scenarios and the 
directionality of controls (i.e., NOx-focused versus 
VOC-focused reductions). The key findings of this study 
are summarized in section 4. 

2. Database and method of analysis 

a. Photochemical modeling systems 

The photochemical model used in this study is the 
three-dimensional grid-based Variable-Grid Urban Air
shed Model (UAM-V), version l.24 (fast chemistry 
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Frei. 1. (a) The llAM-V modeling domain and (b) the location of 
monitoring sites within the tbree subdomains in the fine-grid portion 
oflJAM-V. The solid lines demarcak the three subregions: Northeast, 
Midwest. and Southeast. 

solver), with the Carbon Bond Mechanism, version IV 
(Gery et al. 1988, 1989) and updated isoprene chemistry 
(SAI 1995). The UAM-V model has been used in the 
past for regulatory purposes (CHAG 1997). The two 
meteorological drivers commonly used for photochem
ical modeling applications are the Regional Atmospher
ic Modeling System (RAL\!IS: Pielke and Ulisaz 1998) 
and the Fifth-Generation Pennsylvania State Universi
ty---National Center for Atmosphe1ic Research Meso
scale Model ('tvfM5; Dudhia 1993). 

UAM-V has been applied in the nested-grid mode 
(Fig. 1) with the inner fine grid A at 12-km horizontal 
gridcell dimensions extending from 92° to 69.5°\V and 
from 32° to 44°N (137 columns by 110 rows) and a 
coarse grid B with 36-km grid cells. extending from 99° 
to 67°W and from 26° to 4 7°N (64 columns by 63 rows). 
The UAM-V model consists of 14 vertical layers ex
tending from the surface up to 4 km. RAMS has 28 
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vertical layers over the fine-grid portion of the modeling 
domain, and MM5 has 25 vertical layers. Both mete
orological drivers have nested grids with horizontal grid 
cell dimensions of 12, 36. and 108 km, with the out
ermost grid covering most of North America. The me
teorological outputs from RAMS are in the polar ste
reographic projection system, and those of JvllvI5 are in 
the Lambert conformal projection system. The meteo
rological outputs from RAMS and MM5 are made com
patible with the UA~v1-V grid configuration by perform
ing coordinate transformations and interpolations along 
the horizontal and vertical levels. Because the UAM-V 
domain along the ve1iical does not span the entire tro
posphere, ve1iical velocities are not constrained to be 
zero at the upper boundary. The mass exchange at the 
upper boundary is driven by the vertical velocity at the 
top, which is dynamically equivalent to the vertically 
averaged divergence. A pertinent issue that arises is the 
potential for mass inconsistencies in the final UAM-V 
ready meteorological fields as a result of the coordinate 
transformation and interpolation process. This problem 
is an inherent limitation of the discrete. grid-based mod
eling system wherein the photochemical and the me
teorological models have different grid configurations. 

Hourly meteorological data from 1 June to 31 August 
1995 were simulated with RAMS version 3b (Lagou
vardos et al. 1997) and MM5 (Zhang and Rao 1999) 
using four-dimensional data assimilation (4DDA). Al
though there are differences in the nudging procedures. 
both models used the same meteorological observations 
in data assimilation. The UAM-V simulations with two 
meteorological drivers have been carried out with the 
same emissions, boundary conditions, and initial con
ditions. Consequently. the differences in ozone simu
lations from the two modeling systems (hereinafter re
ferred to as RMv1S/UAt\!1-V and MM511JAJvI-V) are pri
marily attributable to the differences in the meteoro
logical fields employed. Details on the differences in 
the prescribed processes in RAMS and MM5 can be 
found in Sistla et al. (2001 ). 

The initial conditions for the modeling systems were 
set at background levels. and the model was a11owed to 
spin up for three days as in Sistla et al. (2001). The 
boundary conditions for ozone at the top of the UAM-V 
model were obtained from daily available ozonesonde 
measurements. The emission inventory was derived us
ing EPA's "MOBJLE 5" (EPA 1998), a model for pro
cessing the mobile source emissions, and the Biogenic 
Emissions Inventory System, version 2 (Guenther et al. 
1993; Geron et al. 1994) forbiogenic emissions. Details 
regarding the preparation of emission inventories have 
been presented in Rao et al. (2000a). In addition to the 
base case simulation, the following scenarios with uni
form emission reductions at all grid cells were also sim
ulated: 

• NO, reduction by 25% and voe reduction by 25% 
(n25v25), 

• NOX reduction by 25% and voe reduction by 50(% 
(n25v50), and 

• NO, reduction by 50% and voe reduction by 25% 
(n50v25). 

b. Observations 

The observational data used in this study for both 
ozone and precursors are extracted from EPAs Aero
metric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) database. 
For the analysis of the results requiring comparisons 
with observations, only model grid cells that contain or 
are adjacent to observational sites are chosen and mod
eled values are bilinearly interpolated to the monito1ing 
site from the four cells surrounding the monitoring site 
as in Tesche et al. (1990). The locations of the obser
vai.ional sites used in this study are depicted in Fig. l. 
The choice of these monito1ing sites is based on the 
availability of continuous ozone data for the period of 
interest. Note that EPA's AIRS database consists of 
ozone monitoring primarily at urban-influenced sites. 

c. Subdomains 

To study region-to-region differences in model results 
and observations, the fine-grid domain of UAM-V is 
divided into the following three subdomains as shown 
in Fig. l: 

• Northeast subdomain (36.33°-44°N, 80.5°-69.5°W), 
which covers most of the northeastern urban corridor: 

• Midwest subdomain (36.33°-44°N. 92°-80.5°W), 
which covers the Lake Michigan region; and 

• Southeast subdomain (32°---36.33°N, 9l 0 ---69.5°W). 
which covers Atlanta and other urban regions in the 
Southeast. 

d. Statistical measures 

To obtain a perspective on the performance of the two 
models in simulating the observed ozone concentra
tions, we applied two statistical measures: 1) unpaired 
peak accuracy, and 2) absolute gross error. both ex
pressed as a percentage. The former provides a measure 
of a model's ability to simulate the peak ozone concen
trations, and the latter is a measure of the model's overall 
performance (Fox 1981). After Sistla et al. (1996), both 
sets of statistical calculations are performed on the hour
ly measured concentrations greater than or equal to 60 
ppb and the corresponding model-simulated concentra
tions. The calculations are based on the measured and 
simulated values for 355 sites shown in Fig. lb. The 
unpaired peak accuracy is expressed as 

100( C0 --- CJ o/ 
---------------·c:;::··-------------- iO, (1) 

where C
0 

and are the measured and modeled peak 
ozone concentrations. respectively. Note that and 
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may not necessarily be concurrent or collocated. Thus. 
this statistic is unpaired, both in space and time. The 
mean absolute normalized gross error is given by 

lo:) i I C:'o(x,, '! - C,(x,, t) I' (2) 
]\ Fl C

0
(X,, t) 

where C
0
(x,, t) and Ce(x,, t) are measured and modeled 

concentrations, respectively, at location i at any given 
time t, and N is the total number of monitoring locations. 

The uncertainty in the modeled ozone concentrations 
is also examined by computing the mean-square error. 
systematic and unsystematic errors, and the range of 
variability as in Rao et al. ( 1985). The systematic error 
is a measure ofthe bias in a model, and the unsystematic 
error is a measure of the inherent vmiability in the re
sults from the two models (Wilmott 1981). The unsys
tematic mean-square error (MSEU) and the systematic 
mean-square error (MSES) are computed using the fol
lowing expressions (Rao et al. 1985): 

1 N 

MSEU = ----- I (P - P )2 and (3) 
• ' -- _i._\l 1=~ I I 

J N 

MSES = -; I (J', - Af,)2, (4) 
j'y F) 

where P = a + bA/,: a is the intercept, and b is the 
slope of the regression line; and P and Af represent the 
two modeling systems, respectively. 

e. Conventions 

The following conventions are followed for the com
putations presented in this study: 

• differences in the models' meteorological variables 
and in ozone levels are defined as (RM1S --- Iv1JvI5) 
and (RAMS/UAM-V - MM5/UAM-V): 

• differences between the observed and modeled ozone 
levels are defined as (observed ---- RAL\!IS/U Alv1-V) 
and (observed - MM5/UAM-V): 

• percentage differences between the observed and 
modeled ozone levels are defined as 100 (observed -
RAMS/UAM-V)/observed and lOO(observed --
MM5/U AM-V)/observed: 

• percentage differences between model meteorological 
parameters and between ozone levels are defined 
asl00(RM1S ---- Iv1M5) and lOO(RAMS/UAM-V ---
MM5/UAM-V)/RAMS/UAM-V; and 

• the index of improvement of modeled ozone con
centration as a result of the emission reduction is 
defined as 

(e - c) 
1()0 jb ., 0/, 

r .o, 
·-- b 

(5) 

where C6 is the peak 1-h ozone in the base nm, and 
is the peak 1-h ozone in the control nm at each 

grid point. 

3. Results and discussions 

a. Differences zn meteorological parameters 

Air pollution events are influenced by complex in
teractions between different processes such as vertical 
mixing, dilution. chemical production, and removal, 
which are affected by the prevailing meteorological con
ditions. Lagouvardos et al. (2000) and Sistla et al. (200 l) 
have described the meteorological conditions associated 
with each of the three episodes of interest in this study. 
Detailed analysis of specific episodes have also been 
presented in Gaza (1998) and Seaman and Michelson 
(2000). Features common to the three ozone episodes 
are the slow eastward-moving ridge of high pressure at 
the 500-hPa level, the subtropical high over the Atlantic 
Ocean, and the Appalachian leeside trough. a mesoscale 
surface trough that is often associated with ozone epi
sodes in the Northeast United States (Pagnotti 1987; 
Gaza 1998). Subsidence, near-stagnant surface flow and 
high temperatures associated with the high pressure sys
tem generally lead to the buildup of ground-level ozone 
concentrations. In addition. the enhancement of south
westerly winds as a result of the combined influence of 
the sub.tropical high over the Atlantic and the Appala
chian leeside trough allow for the cham1eling of the 
pollutants along the northeastern urban corridor. The 
perfonnance of mesoscale models dming ozone epi
sodes has been compared with observations in past stud
ies (e.g., Seaman and Michelson 2000; Shafran et al. 
2000). The performance of the RAMS and MM5 sim
ulations used in this study have been examined by Ho
grefe and Rao (2000) and Rao et al. (2000b ), respec
tively. A detailed analysis of the differences in the me
teorological fields obtained from the RAMS and MM5 
is beyond the scope of this paper, but we present a few 
meteorological parameters to illustrate their influence 
on the ozone results from the two modeling configu
rations. 

The differences in the peak daily surface temperature 
from RAMS and MM5 outputs. averaged over each ep
isode and over all the 14 layers of the UAM-V, are 
presented in Fig. 2. Past studies (e.g., Alapaty et al. 
1997: Shafran et al. 2000) have shown that differences 
in the thermal structure can arise from differences in 
the boundary layer parameterizations and upper bound
ary conditions in mesoscale models and, therefore. it is 
of interest to examine the differences in the temperature 
predictions of RAMS and MM5. Figure 2 shows that 
averaged daily maximum temperatures derived from 
RM1S are slightly higher than those of Iv1JvI5. Over 
land, RAMS peak temperatures are warmer than MM5 
by up to 2---3 K The systematic difference in temper
atures is seen at each of the 14 layers of the UAM-V 
(not shown). The differences in the daily maximum tem
perature fields persists during each episode, covering 
almost the entire land area of the fine-grid UAM-V do
main. The difference in RAL\1S and Iv1JvI5 temperatures 
stem from the differences in the boundary layer treat-
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(b) July 12---July 15 

(c) July 30-Au.gmrL 02 

FI<J. 2. Episode-averaged differences in th~ peak daily surface tem
peratur~s (°C) iJ-om RAMS and l\11\15 averaged ov~r all 14 lay~rs of 
UAM-V. 

ment, soil and vegetation parameterizations. and radi
ation schemes in the two models. The differences may 
also be attributable to the differences in the data assim
ilation techniques used in the two models. The RAMS 
results were nudged to the European Centre for Medi
um-Range Weather Forecasts 6-hourly 4DDA outputs 
and 6-hourly surface observations, and the M1v15 results 
were nudged to enhanced mesoscale analyses using 
soundings and 3-hourly surface observations from the 
National Centers for Environmental Prediction. The de
tails of the difference in the two models have been de
scribed in Sistla et al. (2001). Sillman and Samson 
(1995) used a regional model (Sillman et al. 1990) to 
examine the effect of temperature on ozone results and 
showed that ozone concentration increases with tem
perature. However, in a study of the sensitivity of the 
Regional Oxidant Model (ROM) to prognostic and di
agnostic meteorological fields. Alapaty et al. (1995) 

found that modeled ozone concentrations can differ by 
±90 ppb at individual grid cells even when there is a 
systematic bias in temperature and mixing heights. 

Winds within the mixed layer play an important role 
in determining the amount of ozone accumulated in a 
region. The direction of prevailing winds also influences 
the ozone accumulation at individual locations. As noted 
earlier, the channeling of winds along the northeastern 
urban corridor through the combined influence of the 
subtropical high over the Atlantic and the Appalachian 
leeside trough can trap pollutants within this region, 
leading to high concentrations of ozone at the ground 
level. Thus, differences in the wind fields obtained from 
the two meteorological models can lead to a significant 
differences in ozone predictions from the photochemical 
model. 

To i11ustrate, snapshots of winds from both modeling 
systems at three different hours are presented for one 
episode day (19 June) in Fig. 3. The surface winds in 
this subdomain during the morning hour are comparable 
in both models within the interior regions of the North
east subdomain. However, over parts of Vermont. New 
Hampshire, and Massachusetts. winds from RAMS are 
higher. During the afternoon, winds from RAMS are 
higher by about l.5-3 m s 1 within the northeastern 
urban corridor when compared with winds from MM5. 
Conversely. winds from MM5 are higher by about 1.5 
m s 1 in portions of central New York and northern 
Pennsylvania. Differences in wind fields are also seen 
over Tennesee and Kentucky. Nighttime wind fields also 
show slight differences, with winds from RAMS being 
lower in the southern parts of the fine grid domain. Wind 
speeds from RAMS are also lower in northern New 
York, western Pennsylvania, Virginia, and N01ih Car
olina. Similar patterns are also seen during other days 
of the episodes (not shown). The strenf-,rth and the lo
cation of the nocturnal jets in the Northeast show slight 
differences, but both models were able to resolve these 
features during the three ozone episodes (not shown). 

The differences in the mixing heights in the two mod
eling systems are also examined. ln the absence of an 
explicit formulation of mixing heights in the UAM-V. 
the ve1tical diffusivities obtained from RMv1S and MM5 
are used to estimate the mixing heights (Morris and 
Myers 1990). Thus, the differences in the mixing heights 
in the RAL\1S/UA~v1-V and MM511JAM-V systems are 
attributable to the differences in the vertical diffusivity 
derived from RAMS and MM5. The vertical diffusivity 
in RAMS is computed from the vertical distlibution of 
the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and the J\ITI\115 ver
tical diffusivity is diagnosed using an eddy-diffusion (K 
theory) method. Details regarding the computation of 
vertical diffosivity using these methods can be found in 
Pleim and Chang (1992) and Alapaty et aL (1997). It 
has been shown that vertical diffusivity computed using 
different methods can be significantly different and may 
potentially be a source of uncertainty in air quality mod
eling (Nowacki et al. 1996: Imhoff et al. 2000). Figure 
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RAJAS/UAM -- V 7 AM 

MMb(J) / UAM · V 2 PM 

fJG. 3. Wind speeds at different hours from both models for l 9 Jun. 

4 depicts iypical profiles ofve1tical diffusivity averaged 
over the morning hours from RAMS and MM5. The 
vertical diffusivity derived from MM5 is higher than 
RAMS in the lower layers. Imhoff et aL (2000) also 
find that the ve1iical diffusivity computed from RAMS 
using the TKE method yielded lower values when com
pared with other methods. The sensitivity of photo
chemical model results io the vertical diffusion param
eterization has been examined by Nowacki et al. (1996) 
and Imhoff et al. (2000). Nowacki et al. (1996) found 
that reactive chemical species were more sensitive than 

ozone io vertical diffusion values, but Imhoff et aL 
(2000) showed that peak ozone concentrations were also 
influenced by vertical diffusion parameterization. To ex
amine the influence of the mixing heights in the two 
modeling systems, the episode-averaged difference in 
morningtime (0600---1000) mixing heights is computed 
(Fig. 5). A systematic bias in the mixing heights can be 
seen in Fig. 5. The average morning mixing heights are 
higher in MM5 than in RAMS, a consequence of higher 
vertical diffusivity in ~1N15 (Fig. 4). 

An additional parameter of interest is the morning 
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FIG. 4. Episode-averag~d momingtime (0600 ·· l 000) profile of ver
tical diffusivity from Ri\MS and MM5. 

ventilation coefficient, which is defined as the product 
of the mixing height and the surface wind speed. Rao 
et al. (2000b) used surface ozone data from 400 sites 
and found that the days with high ozone concentrations 
were associated with lower wind speeds. lower venti
lation coefficients. and higher mhing heights than days 
with low ozone concentrations. Because the ventilation 
coefficient is a function of both wind speed and mixing 
height, it reflects the potential for vertical mixing and 
dilution of pollutants (Rao et aL 2000b). Polluted 
plumes of air, particularly in urban locations, are ini
tially characterized by voe-sensitive conditions (J\iK.e 
1999). Because chemical removal of NOx proceeds at a 
faster rate than that of voe, a transition from voe- to 
NO,-sensitive conditions occurs as the NO, is processed 
and removed from the polluted air. However. the shift 
from voe sensitivity to NOX sensitivity is influenced 
by the rate of dilution of the polluted air. Under stagnant 
conditions. the amount of NOx removed from the air 
may not be sufficient, consequently delaying the tran
sition to NO, sensitivity (NRe 1999). On the other hand, 
strong horizontal winds and vertical mixing of the air 
enhance the rate of removal of NOx from the polluted 
plume and establish NOx-sensitive conditions. Thus, 
lower ventilation coefficients imply near-stagnant con
ditions wherein an aging plume of polluted air remains 
under voe sensitivity, while higher ventilation coef
ficients indicate rapid dilution of the polluted ai1~ leading 
to NO,-sensitive conditions. Typically, early mornings 
are associated with lower mixing depths and fresh emis
sions from automobiles, and the extent of mixing and 
dilution of polluted morning air detennines peak ozone 
concentrations in the afternoon hours. It should be noted 
that momingtime ventilation coefficient includes the ef-

feet of both mhing and dilution and may play an im
portant role in influencing ozone concentrations even 
during multiday regional-scale episodes. 

In both modeling systems, the Northeast, coastal 
Southeast, and regions around the Great Lakes are as
sociated with higher values of ventilation coefficients 
while lower values of ventilation coefficients are found 
in the Midwest (not shown). The general pattern of ven
tilation coefficients in the two modeling systems appears 
to be similar. but there are significant quantitative dif
ferences. To illustrate this point, the percentage differ
ence in the episode-averaged momingtime (0600··· 1000) 
ventilation coefficients from the two models is presented 
in Fig. 6. Interior regions of the Northeast, including 
most of central and western New York and Pennsyl
vania. are associated with lower ventilation coefficients 
in RALVfS/UA~v1-V system during each episode. Lower 
ventilation coefficients in the RAMS/UAM-V system 
are also found over Illinois, Missouri. and Wisconsin 
during the first two episodes. Another consistent feature 
that can be seen is that ventilation coefficients in the 
RAMS;UAM-V system are higher than the same in the 
MM5/UAM-V system (by up to 40%) over parts of 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire. and Vermont. These 
regions are also associated with higher winds speeds in 
RAMS/UAM-V (not shown). Higher values in the 
RAMSIU AM-V system are also seen over parts of Vir
ginia during the 17-20 .June and the 30 July-2 August 
episodes. During the latter episode. the higher ventila
tion coefficients from RAMS extend into Pennsylvania. 
It is seen that the differences in ventilation coefficient 
show significant episode-to-episode changes, indicating 
the influence ofihe winds in determining the ventilation 
coefficient differences during one episode and that of 
the mixing heights during another. 

b. Afodel assessment 

We use both 1-h and 8-h peak ozone concentrations 
from model results and observations for evaluating the 
model perfonnance. The daily maxima of 1-h and 8-h 
ozone concentrations are more appropriate for compar
ison with observation than the hourly ozone values, be
cause hour-to-hour variations in the hourly concentra
tions reflect high-frequency fluctuations (Hogrefe et al. 
2000). Also. diurnal cycles inherently present in the 
hourly observed and modeled values lead to a greater 
correlation between them and may lead to incorrect in
terpretation of the model perfonnance (Biswas and Rao 
1999). The use of only the daily maxima instead of 
hourly values indeed reduces the number of data points 
available for analysis. However. our ability to charac
terize the behavior of the modeling systems over space 
is not overly compromised, despite the spatial correla
tion among the data, because of the large sample size. 
In the following sections, we discuss the performance 
of the two modeling systems, RAMS11JAM-V and 
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1) MODEL EVALUATION: Co:tvJPARISON BETWEEN 

MEASURED AND SIMlJLATED OZONE 

CONCENTRATIONS 

The performance of each modeling system is exam
ined using the measured concentrations of ozone at the 
selected sites based on the statistical measures recom
mended by EPA (1991)_ We assess the ability of each 
modeling system to reproduce the observed ozone levels 
at individual sites and spatial pail.ems of modeled ozone 
concentrations within the fine-grid domain of the 
UAM-V 
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Unpaired peak accuracy and absof11te mean 
gross error 

The results from these metrics for each day of the 
three episodes are summarized in Table l. The RAMS/ 
UAM-V system underpredicts ozone levels on most 
days while the J\ITI\115/UAM-V underpredicts on some 
days and overpredicts on other days_ Thus, the RA111S/ 
UAM-V system has a consistent bias on most days, 
while the MMSiU AM-V system fluctuates on either side 
of the measured values. A comparison of the unpaired 
peak accuracy values also suggests that the MM5/ 
U AM-V system simulates higher ozone values than does 
the RAMSiUAM-V system. As expected, the results 
from the unpaired peak accuracy calculations show a 
considerable change if we were to include additional 
sites or exclude some of the existing sites, illustrating 
the problem with this metric. 

The absolute mean gross error, being an average mea-
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TABLE l. Unpaired peak accuracy and absolute mean gross erro1; 
both expressed in percent. for each day of th~ three episodes for ozon~ 
concentrntions simulated by RAMS/UAM-V and MM5/UA!v!-V 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unpaired peak accuracy Absolute mean gross error 

RAMS! MM5/ RAMS/ MM5/ 
UAM-V UAM-V UAM-V UAM-V 

17 Jun 28.3 12.8 18.4 17.2 
18 Jnn 23.l 10.9 l 8.6 18.i 
19 Jun 19.4 9.8 19.4 21.4 
20 Jun 10.8 4.0 19.9 21.l 
12 Jul 8.6 -3.6 20.0 20.9 
13 Jn! 8.2 -8.8 l 8.4 22,2 
14 Jul 9.1 7.8 20.4 21.l 
15 Jul 4.1 13.8 20.8 24. l 
30 Jul -4.0 -0.6 20.6 21.9 
31 Jn! 8.7 -5.4 21.4 22.8 
1 Aug 16.3 7.7 19.4 23.3 
2 Aug L5 -20.0 21.7 27.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sure of the departures from the observed values and also 
being paired in space, is a relatively more stable measure 
of model en-ors. The results in Table l indicate that 
almost all values of this statistic are below 25% for both 
modeling systems. and. thus, are weH within EPA's cri
teria for an acceptable model perfonnance (EPA 1991). 
We also see that both models perform comparably, 
though the errors from MM5 /U A M-V are slightly higher 
than those of RAMS/UAM-V 

(ii) c--:omparison o/ l-h peak modeled and measured 
o::one 

The regionwide performance of both modeling sys
tems is assessed from the spatial pattern of the differ
ences between the modeled and measured ozone con
centrations. The percentage differences between the ob
served and modeled 1-h maximum ozone concentrations 
for each modeling systems are presented in Fig. 7. A 
brief discussion for each episode. based on the results 
depicted in Fig. 7. is given below. 

For the June episode. from the spatial distributions 
of the percentage differences in episode-averaged 1-h 
daily maximum ozone, (Figs. 7a.d). it is evident that 
both models underpredict the observed peak ozone con
centrations. There is an underprediction of peak ozone 
concentrations at about 80% of sites in the RAMS/ 
UAM-V simulation and 66% in the M1v15/UMv1-V sim
ulation. However, at a majority of sites, both models 
simulate ozone levels to within 20% of the observed 
peak ozone concentrations. These results reveal that 
both models are able to reproduce the observed spatial 
pattern of peak ozone concentrations despite a bias to
ward underprediction. 

A feature common to both models is the underpred
iction of ozone in the northeastern urban corridor (Figs. 
7a,d). In particulm~ the RAMS/UAM-V system appears 
to model lower peak ozone values than Iv1M51UAL\1-V 
does throughout the corridor extending from northern 

Virginia to Long Island. The presence of a few sites in 
the MM5/UAM-V system within the northeastern urban 
con-idor that show higher-than-observed ozone levels 
may be linked to the lower afternoon winds in the model 
(Fig. 3). In the Midwest subdomain, the models are 
closer to the observed values. Sites in the Southeast 
show mixed results. The RAJvIS;UAL\1-V system un
derpredicts by up to 20% while the MM5/UAM-V sys
tem overpredicts peak ozone values at by about 20% of 
the observed values at sites around Atlanta. The spatial 
pattern of episode-averaged 8-h peak ozone concentra
tions is similar to the 1-h peak ozone values, though 
the 8-h peak ozone values from the MM5/UAM-V sys
tem show a greater departure from the observations than 
do those from the RAMS/UAM-V system (not shown). 

The results for the July-episode daily maximum 1-h 
ozone (Figs. 7b.e), when contrasted with the June ep
isode. illustrate the episode-to-episode variability in the 
performance of the two modeling systems. A prominent 
departure from the June episode can be seen dearly in 
the distribution of the percentage difference values 
(Figs. 7b.e). Over the entire domain, there appears to 
be almost an equal split in the number of sites that have 
under- and overprediction of ozone concentration. The 
bias toward underprediction in the two models along 
the northeastern urban corridor is not as prominent in 
this episode as it was in the June episode. 

The M1v15/UAM-V system has a greater percentage 
of sites for which there is an overprediction of the ob
served daily maximum 1-h ozone (Figs. 7b,e). At sev
eral sites in the RAMS/UAM-V simulations, there are 
significant differences from the June episode; for ex
ample. in the regions west of Lake Michigan, the 
RAMS/UAM-V system overpredicts ozone concentra
tions by about 20% where it had underpredicted ozone 
concentrations during the June episode. At a few sites 
in the Southeast, RAMS/UAM-V underpredicts ozone 
concentrations by 20%---40% whereas the MM5/ 
UAM-V system underpredicts the concentrations by less 
than 20'% (consistent with the higher ventilation coef
ficients in the RAMS!UAM-V system in parts of the 
Southeast). 

Another feature of interest in the model simulations 
for this episode is the increased number of sites where 
the modeled values are significantly higher (20% or 
greater) than the observed peak ozone concentrations. 
For instance, at sites near Nashville and along the west
ern border of Kentucky, the modeled ozone values are 
larger than 20% of the observed peak ozone values. The 
J\ITI\115/UAL\!I-V system models higher ozone concentra
tions than the RAMS/UAM-V system at a large number 
of sites. For this episode, both models show a poorer 
performance for the 8-h peak ozone than for 1-h peak 
ozone (not shown). 

For the August episode. the results from the per
centage-difference calculations for the third episode are 
shown in Figs. 7c,f for 1-h ozone. The overall perfor
mance of the models for this episode is worse than in 
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the previous two episodes. Both models overestimate 
the peak ozone levels at many locations; the number of 
such sites is greater in MM5/UAM-V than in RAMS/ 
U AL\1-V. The results for the 1-h peak ozone values (Figs. 
7 c,f) highlight the differences in the performance of the 
two models. The MM5/UAM-V system overpredicts the 
observed peak ozone levels at almost a11 the sites in the 
northeastern urban corridor a significant change from 
the other episodes. On the other hand, the RAMS/ 
UAM-V system underestimates the peak ozone levels 
in the urban corridor. As discussed earlier. the difference 
between the two models in these regions is related to 
the differences in the winds and ventilation coefficients 
in the two models. The MM5/UAM-V system has weak
er winds along most of the urban corridor than RM1S/ 
UAM-V, leading to greater amount of ozone accumu-

lation in MM511JAJvI-V. Ozone results in the Midwest 
are significantly higher than the observed values. At 
some locations. such as the Lake Michigan region, the 
modeled ozone values are in excess of 40% of the ob
served values. A similar pattern is evident for the 8-h 
peak ozone values (not shown). 

(iii) Regionwide per/brmance of the models 

As noted earlier, we divided the modeling domain 
into three subdomains. (Fig. l) to identify patterns in 
ozone results that might vary from one region to the 
other. To gain further insight into the sensitivity of the 
photochemical model to the differing meteorological 
drivers, the modeled daily peak ozone values are plotted 
against the measured values at the monitoring stations. 
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FlG. 8. Scatterplots of the observed and modeled (left: RAMS/UAMV; right: MM51lJAM-V) 
1-h peak ozone for all the days of the three episodes for the (top) Northeast, (middle) 1\lidwesL 
and (bottom) Southeast snbdomains. 

Each of the three episodes is considered so that the 
episode-to-episode differences may also be discerned. 

The simulated daily maximum ozone for all days of 
the three episodes is plotted against the observed peak 
ozone concentrations for each subregion in Fig. 8. The 
straight line in each panel depicts the best linear fit 
obtained from the pairs of ozone values. The models 
fare comparably in each subregion. The values of the 
coefficient of determination (square of the correlation 
coefficient, RSQ) indicate that the models are able to 
explain approximately 50%, of the variability in the ob
servations over the Northeast and Southeast subdo
mains. Over all the episodes, the Northeast and South
east regions have the best correlations while the Mid
west has the lowest correlation. From Fig. 7, we see 
that the modeling systems generally overpredict con-

centrations in the lower range and underpredict in the 
higher range of ozone concentrations. This is more so 
in the case of MMSiUAM-V than in RAMSiUAM-V. 
The correlation results must be interpreted cautiously 
because the data are not, in a strict sense, statistically 
independent in time and space. 

2) MODEL-TO-MODEL COMPARISON 

The simulated ozone concentrations from the two 
modeling systems are compared with the aim of as
sessing the uncertainty in the results of the photochem
ical model stemming from differences in the sources for 
meteorological input variables. First, we examine the 
differences in the spatial pattern of ozone concentrations 
produced by the two modeling systems. Using the daily 
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maxima of 1-h and 8-h ozone concentrations for a given 
episode, we computed ihe episode-averaged 1-h and 8-h 
ozone concentrations at all locations. This process elim
inates the day-to-day variation within an episode and is 
useful in obtaining a general sense of the difference 
between ihe two models for a given episode. As men
tioned earlier. these calculations are performed for the 
model grid cells corresponding to the monitoring sites 
shown in Fig. l. The percentage differences. between 
the two modeling systems, for the episode-averaged 1-h 
and 8-h peak ozone concentrations are displayed in Fig. 
9. The figures are plotted on the same scale to aid the 
quantification of the differences. and ihe percent of sites 
that fall within each interval is provided above the in
dividual label bars. 

It is evident that the spatial patterns of differences in 

the peak ozone concentrations from the two modeling 
systems vary from episode io episode (Fig. 9). However, 
we find that the results in the modeled 1-h and 8-h ozone 
levels at most sites (e.g., 92% of all sites during the 
June episode) are within 20% of each other. The largest 
discrepancy between the two models is seen for the 
August episode for which the MM5/lJAM-V simulated 
ozone levels are in excess of 20% of the results of the 
RAMS/UAM-V system for more sites than in the pre
vious two episodes (24% of all sites for the 1-h ozone 
maxima and 22% of all sites for the 8-h ozone maxima). 
These sites are mostly in the interior of the Midwest 
and Southeast subdomains. Among features of interest, 
peak ozone in the northeastern urban conidor is con
sistently lower in RAMS/U AM-V than in MM5/ 
UAM-V. Also, ihe RAMS/UAM-V system gives higher 
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values in regions west of Lake Michigan and some sites 
in eastern Pennsylvania during each episode. These fea
tures are consistent with our findings regarding the wind 
speeds and ventilation coefficients in these regions. The 
regions along the northeastern urban corridor are as
sociated with higher afternoon winds. leading to greater 
mixing and dilution of ozone in RAMS11JAM-V Con
versely, the higher ozone levels along the Great Lakes 
are attributable, in part, to the lower wind speeds and 
ventilation coefficients in RAL\1S/U A~v1-V. Ozone con
centrations in the Southeast region are consistently low
er in RAMS/UAM-V than in MM5/UAM-V. This result 
may also be related to the higher wind speeds in the 
RAMS/UAM-V system, which leads to greater dilution 
of the polluted air. 

The influence of the consistent bias in the peak tem
perature over the entire modeling domain (see Fig. 2) 
on ozone simulations made by the two modeling systems 
is less evident. The effects of the bias in temperature 
might have been offset by the spatial vmiability found 
in the winds and ventilation coefficients. Similar results 
were also found by Alapaty et al. (1995) when they used 
prognostic and diagnostic meteorological inputs for the 
ROM simulations. The ventilation coefficient, being 
function of both mixing height and wind speed, exerts 
a greater influence on ozone buildup within any region. 

The model-to-model differences in ozone results are 
also presented in the form of the distribution of the 
differences in the modeled daily 1-h ozone maxima (Fig. 
10). The MM5/UAM-V results are, in general. higher 
than those ofRAMS/UAM-V (the mean of each distri
bution is negative), consistent with earlier results. Also. 
the distributions are nearly symmetric around the mean, 
the exception being the distribution for the August ep
isode. These distribution plots are useful in character
izing the variability associated with ozone modeling due 
to unce1tainties in meteorological modeling. Assuming 
the normal distlibution for the differences, the approx
imate 95% confidence interval for the mean difference 
is about ::':: 16 ppb for the June episode, ±20 ppb for 
the .July episode, and ±24 ppb for the August episode. 
When data from all three episodes are combined, the 
approximate 95% confidence interval for the mean dif
ference is about ::'::20 ppb (Fig. lOd). In other words, 
the model-to-model differences in simulating ozone 
concentrations can vary as much as 20 ppb because of 
the uncertainties in the specification of the meteorolog
ical fields. 

Table 2 shows the MSES and the MSEU computed 
from the 1-h maximum ozone values. To assess the spa
tial differences in different subdomains, the results are 
presented for the Northeast, Midwest, and Southeast 
subdomains described in Fig. l. The Northeast and the 
Midwest subdomains are characterized by model dif
ferences that are predominantly unsystematic errors (fa
ble 2). However, in the Southeast, the MSE is composed 
mostly of systematic errors. The dominance of the un
systematic errors in the Northeast and Midwest sub-

domains indicates the inherent uncertainty in the model 
results in these subdornains, while higher systematic 
error in the Southeast is a reflection of a bias in the 
models that might be corrected to improve the results. 
The June episode is associated with the lowest values 
of nnse in each subdomain, and the August episode is 
associated with the highest values. The larger rmse 
found for the August episode is related to the greater 
discrepancy in the meteorological inputs for this episode 
as compared with the June and July episodes. 

The range of variability, defined in terms of the 95% 
confidence interval for the difference in the modeled 
ozone peak concentrations, is also detennined for the 
selected sites. The results, expressed as a percent of the 
mean simulated ozone from the two models. also are 
presented for each episode in Table 2. The Northeast 
and Midwest subdomains show a higher model-to-mod
el variability when compared with the Southeast. Most 
values are around 20%, but the range of variability can 
be as high as 34%, (for the Midwest for the July episode 
from Table 2). This result, together with the finding that 
a large percentage of the errors in the Northeast and 
Midwest subdomains are of unsystematic iype, reveals 
the magnitude of uncertainty in simulating absolute 
ozone levels in the eastern United States. 

c. voe limitatzon versus NOX !imztation 

Ozone formation is a nonlinear process involving 
chemical reactions among volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and carbon monoxide in the presence of nitro
gen oxides (NOx) and sunlight (Lu and Chang 1998). 
The VOe limitation and NO, limitation characteristic 
of an air parcel vary dynamically with transport, dis
persion. dilution, and photochemical aging. Because 
photochemical models are being used in a regulatory 
setting, it is important to assess the variability in the 
response of the modeling systems to various emission 
control strategies. 

EFFICACY OF EJ\1ISSION REDUCTIONS 

We compute the index of improvement for the n25v50 
and n50v25 control mns relative to the base case nm 
nOOvOO, averaged over all the three episodes. The results 
from both modeling systems. presented in Fig. 11, sug
gest that both models show a greater sensitivity to re
duct.ions in NOX emissions than in voe emissions. A 
50%, reduction in NO, and 25% reduction in voe emis
sions leads to a decrease in episodes-averaged peak 
ozone levels by 15% or higher over most of the domain 
(Figs. 1 lc,d), and a 50%, decrease in VOC and 25% 
reduction in NOx emissions yields 5%, .. · 15% decreases 
in ozone levels (Figs. l la,b ). Although the results from 
both models are similar, there are differences at indi
vidual grid ce11s; for example, in the Northeast region. 
RAMS;UAM-V indicates a smaller ozone benefit from 
NOx reductions when compared with MM5/UAM-V. 
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This result is consistent with the higher ventilation co
efficient in the MM5/UAM-V system within the North
east subdomain. Polluted plumes of air in urban loca
tions are initially characterized by voe sensitivity 

TABLE 2. Root-mean-square error (rmse, ppb ), mean-square-error 
syskmatic (MSES, expressed in p~rc~nt), mean-squar~-en-or unsys
kmatic (lv!SElJ, expressed in percent), and range of variability (ex
pressed in percent). 

Range of 
J\fonth Rmse (ppb) MSEU (%,) MSES ('Yo) variability 

Nmibeast 

.Jun 9.0 77 23 22 
Jul 9.5 81 19 20 
.'-\ug 11.5 79 21 24 

Midwest 

Jun 8.1 93 7 20 
Jul 10.1 99 22 
A.ug 16.4 79 21 34 

Southeast 

Jun 7.8 38 62 16 
Jul 10.8 56 62 20 
Aug 10.6 39 61 22 

(NRC 1999). The relatively efficient removal of NOx 
from the polluted air leads to a gradual transition to NOx 
sensitive conditions. However. under near-siagnani con
ditions, implied by low ventilation coefficients, the re
moval of NOx may not occur at a sufficient pace and. 
consequently, the plume of polluted air may remain un
der VOC-sensitive condition (NRC 1999). Largervalues 
of ventilation coefficient are indicative of greater di
lution of the polluted air and enhanced removal of NO,, 
thereby leading to increased sensitivity to NOx. 

There are also some isolated pockets in the modeling 
domain (coastal North Carolina and South Carolina, 
parts of Georgia, and Alabama) where the RAMS/ 
Ui\J\/I-V system shows a smaller decrease in ozone lev
els from reductions in NOx when compared with MM5/ 
U Alv1-V. This result gives us an overall measure of the 
response of the modeling systems over the three epi
sodes, but note that there are model-to-model differ
ences for individual episodes. However, the common 
feature of each episode is the greater effect of NO, 
emission reductions relative to voe emission reduc
tions in lowering ozone concentrations. 

In ihe following analysis. we define the index of im-
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FlG. 1 L Spatial distribution of the index of improvement from NOX and voe emission-reduction 
sc~narios relaliv~ to the base run (nOOvOO), computed from ~pisodes-averaged 1-h peak ozone. 

provement relative to one of the perturbed cases. Here 
we use the n25v25 nm as the perturbed base case. This 
is equivalent to assuming the perturbed case (n25v25) 
as being the base run for the other emission control 
scenarios, namely, n25v50 case and n50v25 case. The 
rationale for such a method of analysis is that, relative 
to the n25v25, these two perturbed mns represent equal 
cut in voe and NOX emissions, respectively. In this 
way. we can examine the efficacy ofNOx-focused versus 
VOC-focused emission reductions on improving ozone 
levels. The n25v50 control nm is equivalent to a VOe 
control nm that reduces anthropogenic voe by 25% 
from the perturbed base case and the n50v25 case can 
be considered as a perturbed nm that reduces anthro
pogenic NO, by 25% from the perturbed base case. 

Because we are interested in the region-to-region dif
ferences in the two modeling systems in addition to the 
episode-to-episode differences. we separated all grid 
cells within the UAM-V fine grid domain into different 
subdomain described earlier (Fig. 1). We considered all 
grid ce11s within each subdomain in this analysis. The 
index of improvement for NO, controls against the index 
of improvement for voe controls. that is, an equal re
duction of NOX and voe from the base case by 25% 
each, computed using the episodes-average peak 1-h 
ozone is depicted in Fig. 12; this set of figures includes 
all three regions from both modeling systems. Grid cells 

that have a change in ozone of less than 1 ppb and those 
over the ocean a re excluded in this plot. If the reductions 
in NOX and voe had identical effects on ozone con
centrations. then all the points would lie along the 
dashed line (linear relation). However, as is evident from 
each panel in Fig. 12. the points have a greater spread 
along they axis, indicating that the reductions in NOx 
emissions lead to a much wider range of response in 
the ozone concentrations as compared with reductions 
in VOC emissions. This result is consistent with Fig. 
11, which shows that both models exhibit greater sen
sitivity to the reductions in NOX emissions than to voe 
emissions. 

The number within each quadrant of the panels in 
Fig. 12 denotes the percentage of the total number of 
grid cells that are plotted within each quadrant. Data in 
the upper-right quadrant reilect both NOx-limited and 
voe-limited conditions while data in the lower-left 
quadrant reflect the so-called ozone disbenefits due to 
both NOX and voe reduction. The lower-right quadrant 
has grid cells that show reduction in peak ozone level 
due to voe emission reductions and increase in the 
peak ozone level due to NOx emission reductions. The 
upper-left quadrant has grid cells, showing increase in 
the peak ozone level due to voe emission reductions 
and reduction in peak ozone level due to NO, emission 
reductions. 
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FIG. 12. The incfox of improvement from NO,. emission reductions plotted against th~ index of improvement 
from VOC emission rnductions for episodes-averaged 1-h peak ozone from (left) RAMS/UAM-V and (right) 
MM5/UAM-V simulations over th~ (top) Northeast. (middle) Midwest. and (bottom) Southeast subdomains. 

The results in Fig. 12 reveal that both modeling sys
tems simulate slightly different responses io emission 
controls, even though ihe percentage of grid cells falling 
within each quadrant is comparable in both modeling 
systems. In each subregion, the MM5;UAM!V system 
shows a slightly greater effectiveness of NOx controls 
than does the RAMSiUAM-V system. In the lower-right 
quadrant of each panel in Fig. 12. which emphasizes 
voe controls, we see that there is a higher percentage 
of points from RAMS/UAM-V than MM5/UAM-V in 
the Northeast and the Southeast. Thus, the two modeling 
systems with different meteorological drivers provide 
slightly different results regarding the NOx-sensitive and 
voe-sensitive regimes at some grid cells. though at the 
majority of the grid cells the two modeling systems 
show that they are affected similarly by both NOx and 
VOe reductions. However, the magnitude of ozone im
provement resulting from NO, reductions is greater than 
from voe reductions. Individual episodes show similar 
results although the actual percentage of grid cells in 

each quadrant shows a variation from one episode to 
the other (not shown). 

To evaluate the day-to-day variability in the differ
ence in the peak ozone concentrations simulated by the 
two modeling systems for the base-case simulation and 
day-to-day variability in the difference between ihe ef
ficacies of emission controls simulated by the two mod
eling systems, we define the metric. the coefficient of 
variation, as follows. For the nOOvOO simulation. it is 
the standard deviation of the difference in the daily peak 
ozone concentrations simulated by the two models ex
pressed as a percentage of the mean modeled ozone over 
all ihe days of the episodes (Fig. l3a). For the n50v25 
and n25v50 simulations, it is the standard deviation of 
the difference in the daily index of improvement given 
by the two models expressed as a percentage of the mean 
modeled index of improvement over aH the days of the 
episodes (Figs. 13b,c). 

The coefficient of variation for the base-case simu
lation (Fig. 13a) over most of the domain ranges from 
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10% to 20% of the mean predicted ozone. About 1 % 
of all grid cells are associated with low (0(5{,-SC5-'(,) values 
of the coefficient of variation. and about 6% of the sites 
are associated with high (30~o-40%) values. The north
eastern urban corridor and the Lake Michigan region 

are seen to be associated with higher than average co
efficient of variation values. Parts of coastal North Car
olina, Kentucky, Ohio. and West Virginia also exhibit 
higher-than-average variation. On the other hand. lower
than-average values of coefficient of variations can be 
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seen in parts of Illinois, lowa, and Wisconsin (Fig. 13a). 
For the NOx-focused emission control (Fig. 13b) and 
the VOC-focused emission control (Fig. 13c). the co
efficient of variation is found to be within 30% over 
most parts of the domain, though larger values of this 
metric can be seen along the Northeast urban conidor, 
Western Pennsylvania, the Great Lakes regions, and por
tions of the Southeast. A comparison of Figs. 13a-c also 
shows that regions such as the Ohio River valley that 
exhibit higher coefficient of variation for the two emis
sion control simulations are also associated with higher 
coefficient of variation in the daily peak ozone levels 
for the base case. An additional feature of interest is 
the relatively larger magnitude of the coefficient of var
iability in the northeastern urban corridor and the re
gions around the Great Lakes for the NOx-focused emis
sion control than for the VOC-focused emission controL 
This result may be related to the presence of relatively 
higher number of NOx-emitting sources in this region 
(not shown). 

The results above reveal that not only is there an 
episode-to-episode and model-to-model uncertainty in 
modeling absolute levels of ozone (i.e., the base-case 
simulation), there is also a significant uncertainty in 
predicting the relative change in ozone stemming from 
emission reductions (i.e., the efficacy of the emission 
controls). Because it has been demonstrated that ozone 
timescales of greater than one day are most relevant to 
policy making (Hogrefe et al. 2000) and that emission 
reduction strategies are designed to affect longer-tenn 
ozone concentrations (i.e .. trends), these results point 
the need to consider only the ozone concentrations av
eraged over all episodes modeled in examining the ef
fectiveness of emission reductions from the regulatory 
standpoint. Further. because the effects of meteorology 
on ambient ozone levels must be removed to evaluate 
the effectiveness of ozone management eff01ts (NRC 
1991; Cox and Chu 1993; Rao and Zurbenko 1994; 
Milanchus et al. 1998). ozone control strategies need to 
be based on their efficacy to reduce the daily maximum 
concentration averaged over all episode days. 

4. Summary 

The results from the UAM-V simulations of three 
high-ozone events in the summer of 1995 with mete
orological inputs derived from two different meteoro
logical models (RAMS and MM5) enable us to quantify 
the uncertainty associated with ozone modeling. By 
specifying identical emissions and initialiboundary con
ditions, we examined the differences in the modeled 
ozone concentrations arising p1immily from differences 
in the meteorological fields. The results illustrate the 
model-to-model. episode-to-episode, and region-to-re
gion variability in ozone distributions that can be ex
pected when we use two meteorological modeling sys
tems that yield differing meteorological fields. We find 
that there is an uncertainty of about 20% in simulating 

ozone levels for the base case. The notable result is that 
a major part of this variability is attributable to the un
systematic type of errors. Only the Southeast subdomain 
is associated with high systematic error. Bennan et al 
( 1997) showed that the uncertainties associated with es
timating the temporal evolution of the mixing depth are 
comparable to the uncertainties in the chemical mech
anisms in that model. This result is of significance. con
sidering that, in the cunent case. not only are the mixing 
heights variable. but also other meteorological param
eters are different in the two modeling systems. resulting 
in even greater uncertainty in modeled ozone concen
trations. 

Analysis of modeled and measured ozone concentra
tions reveals that the overall perfonnance of both mod
eling systems is comparable, implying that both models 
are equally preferable for use in a regulatory setting. 
This result does not necessarily imply that the perfor
mance of the modeling systems at any specific site is 
always similar. As remarked earlier. region-to-region 
differences are evident in the modeling systems ·s re
sponse. However. because of episode-to-episode vari
ability in the response of the modeling systems, a fore
knowledge of the regional bias in either modeling sys
tem for an intended episodic simulation is not possible. 

'I\vo issues of interest can be identified based on the 
results presented in the above results: first, the presence 
of model-to-model differences in the simulated daily 
maximum ozone concentrations in each episode: and 
second, the region-to-region variability in ozone results 
of each model. The former is a reflection of the uncer
tainty stemming from differences in the meteorological 
inputs and may be viewed as a limiting factor regarding 
our ability to simulate absolute levels of ozone concen
trations in the eastern United States. The latter issue 
may be of importance in designing control strategies. 
In particular, regions for which both models show a 
similar bias may lead to similar control approaches 
while regions for which the models show differing bi
ases may lead to a conflicting signal for control strat
egies. In these situations, the eventual choice of the 
modeling system may play a cmcial role on the choice 
of regulatory measures. The key findings of this study 
are summarized below. 

• The differences in the meteorological fields obtained 
from the two prognostic models can lead to significant 
differences in the UM1-V-modeled ozone. The results 
reveal that ozone concentrations produced by the two 
modeling systems are variable even when there is a 
systematic difference in temperatures and mixing 
heights. This result is consistent with the results of 
Alapaty et al. (1995) in which differences in the mix
ing heights and temperatures in the input meteoro
logical fields to ROM produced differences of ::'::90 
ppb in modeled ozone at individual grid cells. The 
ventilation coefficient. a meteorological parameter 
that includes the effects of both wind speeds and mix-
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ing heights, has a greater effect on ozone variability 
than any of the individual meteorological variables. 
To examine further the role of the individual meteo
rological parameters in determining the uncertainty in 
the modeled ozone, dynamically consistent sensitivity 
studies must be undertaken. 

• When compared with the observed ozone concentra
tions, neither modeling system performs significantly 
superiorly to the other. Investigation of the spatial 
distributions of the percent difference of observed and 
modeled ozone concentrations as well as the scatter 
between the two show mixed results. Statistical mea
sures of model perfon11ance reveal thatMM5/UAM-V 
gives slightly larger domain-wide peak ozone values 
than does the RAMS/UAM-V system. However. the 
gross absolute error shows that, on average, the per
fonnance of both models is comparable. 

• The model-to-model variability in the simulated peak 
1-h ozone concentrations is on the order of 20%. A 
large percent of the variability in the modeled ozone, 
particularly in the Northeast and Midwest, is com
posed of unsystematic errors. reflecting the inherent 
uncertainty associated with ozone results from these 
two modeling systems. In the Southeast subdomain, 
a larger fraction of the differences in the model results 
is attributed to systematic bias in the two models, 
which might be corrected to improve the models' per
fon11ance in this region. 

• As with the simulated ozone concentrations, the VOC 
and NOx sensitivities are influenced by the differences 
in meteorological fields. 

• The model-to-model differences in ozone concentra
tions arising from differences in the meteorological 
fields and chemical mechanisms are reduced when 
ozone levels are averaged over a11 the days modeled. 
Such longer averaging times are also most relevant to 
emissions-management decisions. 
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